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The Changhua Site of Covestro (Taiwan) celebrated its 10th anniversary recently as
 the site has become the largest production base for Covestro’s thermoplastic
 polyurethane (TPU) products in its Asia-Pacific production networks. Covestro’s
 Asia-Pacific R&D center for TPU products is also situated on the Changhua Site,
 which has been serving as a channel to establish partnership cooperation ties with
 its clients and to offer solutions to enable sustainable development for its products.
 Covestro has been paying attention to the value chain for the sustainability
 development that covers from raw materials, production, logistics to client
 management, product utilization and waste recycling, according to Calvin Chen,
 plant manager of Changhua Site. Based on that, Covestro has brought competitive
 advantages to its partners in the Asia-Pacific area by offering various solutions via
 the Changhua Site...More

News Focus

Polyurethane Market

PUdaily, Shanghai-The most comfortable method of exercise is running at night for office workers in hot July. Jogging
 along the path in a park with sportswear after work is good for both our bodies and our mental health. Why not enjoy
 such a good thing...More

Ship owners and operators can now enjoy a new level of flexibility and expand the options available for cost-effective
 onboard maintenance. Specifically created with the needs of crew in mind, it is specially formulated for brush and roller
 application and is suitable for all substrates above the waterline...More

Company Dynamic

The source added that BASF had not declared force majeure to its customers or suppliers, but was looking for other
 solutions to fulfill its contractual obligations. The source did not give any information on the expected duration of the
 repair work...More

Al-Labban has spent his career helping Saudi Aramco meet about 10 percent of global crude demand, but right now all
 he wants to talk about are all the petrochemicals used in the modern home he’s replicated at Sadara, the sprawling
 new $20 billion complex he runs in the industrial hub of Jubail...More

Saudi Arabia-based Sadara Chemical Company, the largest chemical complex ever built in a single phase, yeterday
 announced that it has successfully started up its propylene glycol (PG) plant...More

Industry Glance

Balsa wood was the darling of surfboard materials through the late ’50s — a high-maintenance darling. Shapers would
 spend better parts of their afternoons glueing, sawing, and hogging out blanks of different sizes to whittle down their
 boards, a laborious process...More

AkzoNobel’s Specialty Chemicals business is investing more than €20 million to increase production capacity in Sweden
 for its Expancel product line for expandable microspheres...More
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